Highlights of the 26th August 2021

Joint Scientific Assembly
IAGA-IASPEI 2021
Event Kick Starter
Event Started with the Joint Session in Hall 1 where the J4 - Joint Inversion Methods and Other Interpretation
Strategies to Integrate Multidisciplinary Geophysical Data was held, which was chaired by Max Moorkamp
and co-chaired by Gesa Franz to discuss and understand that, which types of data should be inverted together? And
How to balance their influence in the inversion?
The Session featured eight speakers from a variety of backgrounds, including the following: Isabelle Panet, Alexander
Minakov, Max Moorkamp, Lev Eppelbaum, Manuel J. Aguilar Velazquez, Laxmidhar Behera, Vishnu Kant Verma and
Anand Singh participated in the first session from 16:45 to 18:45.
Hall 1: J5 Cratons & Mineral Exploration :
Stephan Thiel, Venkata Vijaya Kumar Pachigolla, Ashok Kumar Gupta, Nikhil Kumar
Baranval, Riddhi Dave and Ian Ferguson conducted the discussion in the second
session from 20:15 to 22:15 on Cratons & Mineral Exploration where Graham
Heinson was specially invited to talk on Crustal magnetotelluric imaging .
Contributions that characterize cratons across scales from lithospheric mapping to
camp size using array and profile data are invited for this symposium. It includes
multi-disciplinary interpretations using other geophysical and geochemical data,
which are able to infer mantle and crustal fertility.The session encouraged
submissions that highlight the importance of lithospheric architecture on position
and genesis of mineral systems.
Hall 2 : D4(1) - Advances in Mid, Low Latitude and Equatorial
Aeronomy
Shikha Raizada was invited specifically to the first session to speak on the Highresolution Sporadic E and valley region structures over Arecibo .The first session
was carried ahead by Gopi Seemala, Sovan Saha, Juan Rodriguez Zuluaga,
Rania Rebbah and Sreelakshmi J from 16:45 to 18:45.
Ionospheric electrodynamics at equatorial and low latitudes is controlled by the
forcing from the lower atmosphere including the effects of SSW, tidal, planetary,
and gravity waves; and by the forcing from the magnetosphere through
penetration of disturbed time electric fields and neutral winds. The main focus of
the session was on the behavior of ionospheric phenomena occurring at
equatorial to low latitudes including equatorial ionization anomaly, plasma
irregularities, plasma bubbles and blobs.

Richard Eastes was invited to be a part of the session and Tulasiram Sudarsanam, Tarique Siddiqui, Ankur Kepkar,
Archana RK, Rajesh Kumar Barad and Deepak Karan resumed the discussion in the second session from 20:15 to
22:15
Hall 3 :D5(1) - Relativistic electrons: Their emergence and loss in geospace, their impact on
the upper atmosphere and the role of the cold plasma background.
The session was inaugurated by Yoshizumi Miyoshi, Satoko Nakamura, Afroditi Nasi, Elizaveta E. Antonova, Janos
Lichtenberger and Yuri Shprits, Christos Katsavrias and Wen Li were invited to join the session.
Relativistic electrons in geospace form the Van Allen radiation belts and are a major space weather agent, as they
pose a significant threat to space assets. Their emergence and loss are driven, to a large extent, by magnetospheric
plasma waves of various frequencies. These processes are mediated by the cold plasma density through waveparticle interactions over a large scale of spatial extent. This session was to study about the emergence, loss,
precipitation and atmospheric impacts of relativistic electrons in geospace, as well as the dynamic behaviour of the
plasmasphere.
The second session was led by Ioannis Daglis, Ioannis Daglis, Simon Wing, Jacob Bortnik and Ondrej Santolik,
Maria Usanova, Enrico Camporeale and Geoffrey Reeves were specially invited to talk.
Hall 4: 3.6 Magnetotail dynamic processes
Qinghe Zhang, Jian Yang, Hiroshi Hasegawa, Toshi Nishimura and Weijie Sun were
invited specifically to the first session to present their knowledge.
Decades of space explorations have shown that plasma and energy transport
processes in the magnetotails of Earth and other planets play a critical role in the
dynamics of their magnetospheres.However, many unsolved questions remain
about the underlying transport mechanisms and their coupling to the inner
magnetosphere and ionosphere, which can only be resolved using multiple
approaches that include theory, simulation, and observation. This session provided
a forum to present the latest results on magnetotail processes at earth and other
planets.
Viacheslav Merkin, San Lu, Yu Lin, Andrei Runov were invited to take the session
ahead with Larry Lyons from 20:15 to 22:15.
Hall 5 : 3.1(1) - Reporter review for Div III
This session presents reviews of the scientific progress in the Div III in the last
few years where Masaki Nishino, Kunihiro Keika, Giovanni Lapenta, Mikhail
Sitnov and Kazue Takahashi were invited to discuss from 16:45 to 18:45.
Minna Palmroth, Katariina Nykyri, Sasha Ukhorskiy and James Weygand were
invited to take the session further from 20:15 to 22:15.
Hall 6: 4.3 Space Weather and Climate Throughout the Solar System: Bringing
Data and Models Together
Subhamoy Chatterjee, Spiros Patsourakos, Christine Verbeke, Arnaud Masson
were invited to contribute to the session and Prateek Mayank and Debesh
Bhattacharjee carried the session forward from 16:45 to 18:45.

With the growing human technology and space exploration, understanding and modelling of space weather and
climate driven by solar activity is becoming exceedingly important.In this symposium, we explored various phases of
flux rope formation and evolution from the Sun to geospace and planetary space environments, and we explored
ways in which a better understanding of this behavior can lead to improved insights into solar activity and space
weather. Ashley Smith, Trunali Shah and Anna Morozova led the second session from 20:15 to 22:15 where Jon
Vandegriff and Irina Zhelavskaya were also invited to contribute.
Hall 7 : 1.6 Paleo- and rock-magnetic data: archiving, mining, (re)use
Phil McCausland, Joseph Meert and David Heslop were invited to provide information on the topic, as well as Shelby
Jones, Simo Spassov, Maxwell Brown and Brendan Cych held the session .
Paleo- and rock-magnetic data have been generated since the early 1900s and many data sets remain beyond the
reach of modern paleomagnetism. Discovering and preserving legacy data is urgently needed, particularly for
materials that can no longer be sampled.This session was devoted to the general topic of identifying, digitizing and
archiving legacy data. Topics included were populating databases with rescued legacy data, examples of how to
amalgamate large data sets of geomagnetism and paleomagnetism data and/or re-interpreting archived data with
new methods/ ideas.
Hall 8: The session CoD II is happening in Hall 8 taken by Mioara Mandea, Monika Korte, Aude Chambodut, Alan
Thomson, Andrew Yau, Anna Kelbert, Liu Huixin, Kusumita Arora, Ricardo Trindade, Michael Kosch, Klaus Spitzer,
Loren Chang, Eduard Petrovsky, Pedro Silva.

IASPEI SESSIONS :
Hall 9 : Collection, interpretation and publication of paleo and historical earthquake data.
Yasuyuki Kano, Reiko Sugimori, Jian Wang, Guoliang Lin, John Ebel, Paola Albini and Susan Hough held the
session.
Evidence of global seismic activity from instrumental records covers about one century, a period too short to catch
the recurrence interval of large earthquakes. The combination of data deriving from these three domains would result
in a better vision of the long- term seismicity, which may be utilized for long-term forecasts. Case studies of
historical and paleoseismological records, their unfiltered association to specific events, their usual parameterization
in seismological terms, or their combination with modern instrumental data were discussed in the session.
The Second session, the team had Seismology observation and interpretation in Hall9 taken by Seism. Obser. &
Interpr. - Torsten Dahm.

Hall 10: S14 CoESM & CoSOI Earthquake Source Mechanics
Januka Attanayake, Satoshi Ide, Pavla Hrubcova, Andrei Mihai, Laura Petrescu, Daniela Kuehn, Thomas Garth and
Anna Skorkina held the session.
Recent high quality seismic and geodetic observations provide large volumes of broadband data, which enable
accurate determination of earthquake source parameters (locations, magnitudes, durations, moment tensors, etc.)
and detailed imaging of rupture processes emerging from slow background processes. In this symposium, we
invited contributions on data analysis and interpretation of earthquake parameters and source processes, on
improvement and validation of routine analysis techniques, on theoretical and numerical modeling of dynamic
ruptures and earthquake sequences, and observational and experimental studies on the physics of earthquakes.
In Hall 10 Second Session The Topic Hazard, Risk & Strong Motion was taken by Raju Sarkar

Hall 11: The Session Earthquake Generation Processes was taken by Eleftheria Papadimitriou

Hall 12: The session on Tectonophys. & Crustal Struct. Was taken by Ulrich Achauer
Hall 13:GA(4), Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks Session was taken by Michelle Grobbelaar, Sergio
Barrientos in great detail covering the recent and historic research relating to Seismography happened in Hall 13

In Hall 1:
The Plenary Session 3 - Seismic structures above and below the core-mantle boundary were taken by Prof.
Christine Thomas, Germany chaired by Johannes Schweitzer co-chaired Prakash Kumar

Poster Sessions:
In the poster presentation halls these were a few highlights
Chaired by Prasanta Patro, Prantik Mandal
J4 - Joint Inversion Methods and Other Interpretation Strategies to Integrate Multidisciplinary Geophysical Data
presenters were Monica Aquino, Mick Emil Kolster
J5 - Cratons & Mineral Exploration presented by Matthew Comeau
D4 - Advances in Mid, Low Latitude and Equatorial Aeronomy presenters were Carolina Carmo, Krishnapriya K,
ChuanPing Lien, Paulo Roberto Fagundes, Chandan Kapil, Rahul Rawat
D5 - Relativistic electrons: Their emergence and loss in geospace, their impact on the upper atmosphere and the
role of the cold plasma background presenters were: Satoko Nakamura Ioannis Daglis Kentaro Tanaka Yikai Hsieh
Vinicius Deggeroni
S6 - CoSOI Collection, interpretation and publication of paleo and historical earthquake data presenters were
Junzo Ohmura, Mathilde Sorensen
S14 - CoESM & CoSOI Earthquake Source Mechanics presenters were Ayaka Tagami, Thanh Son Pham, Hisahiko
Kubo, Shiro Hirano
Poster presentation in session 2 chaired by Prasanta Patro and Prantik Mandalwas, the day was as follows:
S4 - CoSOI Seismic scattering and absorption, ambient noise, and monitoring Earths structure presenters were
Gugi Ganefianto, Yuri Kopnichev, Reshma K S, Monika Bhatia, Katsuhiro Yabu
S10 - CoSHRSGM Site and Source Modeling for Urban Seismic Microzonation Studies presenters were Michal
Kolaj, Sanjay Kumar Himangshu, Sekhar Mandal, Sapna Ghavri, Ayushi Tiwari
S19 - Intraplate Seismicity: Distribution, properties and causes presenters were M Shekar, Sanjay Prajapati,
Thifhelimbilu Faith Mulabisana, Babita Sharma, Martin Riedel, Lucas Barros
S24 - IHFC Towards 60 years of activity of the International Heat Flow Commission presenters were Jeffrey Poort,
Massimo Verdoya, Robert Harris, Qiongying Liu, Eswara Rao

Heritage of Ancient India
“We owe a lot to the ancient Indians, teaching us how to count. Without which most modern scientific discoveries
would have been impossible.” – Albert Einstein.
One of the oldest civilizations in the world, the Indian civilization has a strong tradition of science and technology.
Ancient India was a land of sages and seers as well as a land of scholars and scientists. Research has shown
that from making the best steel in the world to teaching the world to count, India was actively contributing to the
field of science and technology centuries long before modern laboratories were set up. Many theories and
techniques discovered by the ancient Indians have created and strengthened the fundamentals of modern science
and technology. While some of these groundbreaking contributions have been acknowledged, some are still
unknown to most.

